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An Autumn to
Remember

ROSA-CAS01

Autumn Stroll

ROSA-CAS02

Pay tribute to your beautiful
memories with this lovely
An Autumn to Remember

spray of roses, lilies and
daisies in autumn

 hues.

Invite your loved 
ones on a lovely stroll 

with this gorgeous Autumn
Stroll spray of sunflowers, 
 lilies, and carnations with

a touch of autumn.
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Pretty Petals

Summer's Peace

ROSA-CAS04

ROSA-CAS03
Greet your beautiful
memories  with this

gorgeous Summer's Peace
spray of lilies, delphinium
and daisies in the vibrant

shades of yellow, white, and
blue of a summer's day.

Embrace special memories
with this delicate Pretty

Petals spray of roses, lilies,
daffodils, and daisies in the
soft shades of yellow, pink,

and peach.
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Rubies & Pearls

Spring Morning

ROSA-CAS06

ROSA-CAS05

Embrace your fond
recollections with this

graceful Spring Morning
spray of lilies, roses,

hydrangea, and stock in
heavenly shades of pink

and white.

Honor your loved one with
this darling Rubies &

Pearls spray of Gerber
daisies, roses, spider mums

and stock in the bold
shades of red and white.

- 6 -  



Garden Stroll

Rosy Sunset

ROSA-CAS08

ROSA-CAS07
Provide a touching tribute to

your loved one with this
stunning Rosy Sunset spray of

roses, hydrangea, lilies, and
Gerber daisies in the rosy
shades reminiscent of a

sunset.

Gaze at the beauty of this
Garden Stroll spray of

roses, lilies, and irises in
calming shades of white,
pink, and deep purple.

- 7 - 



British Gardens

Spellbound

ROSA-CAS10

ROSA-CAS09

Bring majesty to the service
with this magical Spellbound

spray of roses, irises, gladiolas,
and spider mums in gorgeous
shades of deep pink, purple,

yellow, and green.

Take in the lovely scent 
of an English garden 

with this fragrant
 British Gardens spray of

hydrangea, roses, lilies, stock,
and irises in refreshing 

shades of purple, yellow, 
and white.

- 8 - 



The Blooms of
Freedom

Golden Times

ROSA-CAS12

ROSA-CAS11

Remember golden times
with this bright array of

lilies, Gerber daisies,
gladiolas, and larkspur in

stark shades of purple and
yellow.

Be inspired by this 
beautiful Blooms of
Freedom spray of
hydrangea, roses, 

gladiolas, lilies, and
delphinium in bold 

shades of red, 
white and blue.
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Strawberries & Cream

Radiant Blooms

ROSA-CAS14

ROSA-CAS13

Bring beauty and peace
with this lovely Radiant
Blooms spray of roses,

hydrangea, and 
stock in luscious shades of

red and white.

Sigh in sweet
contemplation with this
darling Strawberries &

Cream spray of roses, mini
roses, lilies, stock, and

berries in soft shades of
pink and white.

- 10 - 



Royal Bloom

Mystical Forest

ROSA-CAS16

ROSA-CAS15

Step into a mystical forest
with this magical Mystical

Forest spray of roses,
carnations, irises, purple
statice, and golden rod in

whimsical shades of purple,
white, and yellow.

Let us return that sparkle to
your eye with this Royal

Blooms spray of stargazer
lilies, roses, liatris, and

more in shades of pink and
purple fit for a princess.
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Peaches & Cream

Winter's Breath

ROSA-CAS18

ROSA-CAS17

Embrace pure innocence
with this wintry spray of

roses, daisies, and stock in
shades as white as snow.

Bless your loved ones with
this charming Peaches &
Cream spray of Gerber

daisies, roses, lilies,
carnations, and stock in

pale shades of pink,
peach, and white.  
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Evening's Dream

Summer Glow

ROSA-CAS20

ROSA-CAS19
Remember summers past

with this summery Summer
Glow spray of sunflowers,
Gerber daisies, seed pods,

daisies, and spider mums in
bright shades of yellow, lime

green, and brown.

Bring back loving memories
with this romantic Evening's

Dream spray of red roses,
stargazer lilies, and a unique
mix of greenery and inspire

dreams yet to come.

- 13 -



Lilac Lullaby

Heavenly Roses

ROSA-CAS22

ROSA-CAS21

Remember your favorite
love story with this

beautiful Heavenly Roses
spray of red roses and
classic baby's breath.

Call upon your favorite
memory with this dreamy
Lilac Lullaby spray full of

roses, gladiolas, hydrangea,
stock, liatrice, and daisies in

lovely shades of purple,
green, and pink.
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Sunnier Days

Spring Blossoms

ROSA-CAS24

ROSA-CAS23

A smile will bloom across
your loved ones' faces with

this whimsical Spring
Blossoms spray of Gerber
daisies, sunflowers, roses,

lilies, stock, delphinium, and
hydrangea in bright,

beautiful colors!

Remember sunnier days
with this gorgeous Sunnier

Days spray full of
sunflowers, spider mums,

daisies, and bells of Ireland
in brilliant shades of

yellow and green.
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Autumn Harvest

Cardinal Love

ROSA-CAS26

ROSA-CAS25

Continue to root for their
team with this sporty

Cardinal Love spray of
roses, Gerber daisies,

carnations, gladiolas, and
alstromeria lilies in the red

and white colors of the
Cardinals!

 Spark some joy with this
lovely Autumn Harvest
spray of roses, gladiolas,

spider mums, lilies, daisies,
and carnations in red,

orange, yellow, and green.
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Purple Daydreams

Pretty Promises

ROSA-CAS28

ROSA-CAS27

Give the precious gift of a
smile with this Pretty Promises
spray of Gerber daisies, lilies,

roses, carnations, and liatrice in
pastel shades of pink, peach,

yellow, and purple.

Sigh with dreamy satisfaction
at this lackadaisical Purple

Daydreams spray full of roses,
stock, alstroemeria lilies, and

daisies in lovely shades of
purple.
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Regal Roses

A Soft Sigh

ROSA-CAS30

ROSA-CAS29

Let out a soft sigh with this
darling Soft Sigh spray of

lilies, hydrangea, carnations,
and daisies in pastel shades
of pink, cream, and white.

Call upon a love fit for
royalty with this Regal Roses

spray of red roses, white
lilies, and a lovely

assortment of greenery.

- 18 -
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Lavender Tribute

Cheerful Remberance

ROSA-ESL02

ROSA-ESL01

Gather some cheer for your
grieving loved ones with this

bright Cheerful Remembrance
standing easel full of cheerful
flowers in yellows, oranges,

pinks, whites, and bright greens.

Bestow sweet solace to those
in mourning with this lovely
Lavender Tribute standing

easel with dreamy flowers in
shades of light pink,
lavender, and green.

- 24 -



Fall on Grace

Catch a Falling Star

ROSA-ESL04

ROSA-ESL03

Catch a falling star to bring
the best memories to mind

with this eye-catching
standing easel with lilies,

roses, and gladiolas in
striking shades of red and

white!

Bring grace and peace to
your loved ones with this
gorgeous Fall on Grace

standing easel in the shape of
a cross crowned in beautiful

flowers in deep shades of
orange and yellow.

- 25 -



Friendship Field

The Old Rugged Cross

ROSA-ESL06

ROSA-ESL05

Invite your loved ones to
stand before the old

rugged cross with this
rustic standing easel

adorned in bright flowers
of yellow, orange, pink,

and green.

Hold onto that bond that will
never be broken with this

endearing Friendship Field
standing easel full of large,

beautiful flowers in shades of
pink, red, and mauve.

- 26 -



Precious Memories

Summer's End

ROSA-ESL08

ROSA-ESL07

Convey loving memories with
this colorful Summer's End

standing easel bursting with a
variety of flowers in bright
orange, lime green, brilliant

blue, and deep purple.

Inspire sweet, precious
memories with this charming
Precious Memories standing

easel of soft white flowers and
a bow of your choice.

- 27 -



Burst of Love

Patriotic Tribute

ROSA-ESL10

ROSA-ESL09

Capture the patriotic spirit with
this beautiful Patriotic Tribute

standing easels bursting with red,
white, and blue flowers.

Give a burst of love to your
loved ones with this unique

Burst of Love standing
easel featuring pink and

orange flowers with a
fascinating variety of

greenery.

- 28 -



Sweet Remembrance

Beautiful in Blue

ROSA-ESL12

ROSA-ESL11

Infuse the spirit of blue into
this superb Beautiful in Blue
standing easel bursting with
a variety of white daisies and

royal blue delphinium.

Sweetly remember your
loved one with this endearing

Sweet Remembrance
standing easel in lovely

shades of  pastel pink and
white.
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Pink Devotion

Tropical Tribute

ROSA-ESL14

ROSA-ESL13

Let in some sunshine with this
gorgeous Tropical Tribute

standing easel bursting with
orange lilies, roses, Gerber

daisies, and birds of paradise
with blue delphinium.

Sweetly recall precious
memories with your loved ones
with this darling Pink Devotion
standing easel full of lovely pink

blossoms.
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Star Spangled Beauty

Warm Embrace

ROSA-ESL16

ROSA-ESL15

Offer a warm embrace to your
loved ones with this brilliant

Warm Embrace standing easel
full of long-lasting blooms in
shades of red, orange, green,

and purple.

Pay a lasting tribute to your
loved one's esteemed memory
with this stunning Star Bangled
Beauty standing easel full of red

roses, white lilies, blue
delphinium and patriotic ribbon!
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Perfect Peace

Summer Grace

ROSA-ESL18

ROSA-ESL17

Pay tribute with your loved
ones with this sunny

Summer Grace easel spray
full of summery

sunflowers, wildflowers,
and intriguing greenery.

Step into perfect peace with
this precious Perfect Peace
cross-shaped easel full of
darling flowers in pastel

shades of white, pink,
purple, and peach.
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Booming Radiance

Vivid Recollections

ROSA-ESL20

ROSA-ESL19

Invoke crystal clear memories
with this striking Vivid

Recollections easel spray full of
Gerber daisies, roses, gladiolas,

liatrice, and more in bright
shades of yellow and purple .

Impart beauty to your loved
ones with this heartwarming

Blooming Radiance easel
spray full of flowers in

vibrant shades of red and
white.
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Enduring Love

Splash of Sun

ROSA-ESL22

ROSA-ESL21

Invite some sunshine into
the room as your pay tribute

alongside your loved ones
with this dashing Splash of

Sun easel spray full of bright
yellows, oranges, and reds.

Remember a love enduring
with this charming

Enduring Love easel spray
of beautiful flowers in

shades of bright red and
soft white.
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Rustic Beauty

Spring Reflections

ROSA-ESL24

ROSA-ESL23

Reminisce with your loved
ones with this gorgeous
Spring Reflections easel
spray full of bright roses,

lilies, and more in
beautiful shades of red,

orange, and yellow.

Uplift the hearts of your
loved ones with this

beautiful Rustic Beauty
easel spray full of rustic
sunflowers and more.
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Rays of Sunlight

Summer Shine

ROSA-ESL26

ROSA-ESL25

Recall that summer shine of
days past with this darling
easel spray full of bright

yellow sunflowers, Gerber
daisies, and roses.

Find the rays of sunlight in the
dark with this sunflower-filled
easel spray with rustic accents
of cattails and rustic greenery.
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Summer Splendor

Meadow of Memories

ROSA-ESL28

ROSA-ESL27

Embark on a journey through
the meadow of memories

with this lovely easel spray of
contrasting pinks, purples,

and peaches.

Bring a smile to your loved
ones' faces with this summery

Summer Splendor easel
spray full of sunflowers, lilies,
roses, delphinium, and more
in gorgeous shades of yellow,
red, orange, green, and blue.
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Serve & Protect Tribute

Stars & Stripes

ROSA-ESL30

ROSA-ESL29

Honor your loved one's
dedication to freedom with this

stunning, patriotic Stars &
Stripes easel spray full of red
roses, white daisies, and blue

hydrangea with clear white stars!

Honor the men in blue with this
stunning Serve & Protect Tribute

easel spray in the shape of a
police officer's badge framed by

bright red, orange, and blue
flowers.

- 38 -



Sweet Solace Wreathe

From the Heart

ROSA-ESL32

ROSA-ESL31

Send your fellow loved
ones love from the heart

with this lovely heart-
shaped easel spray full of

red and white roses of
varying sizes.

Touch on the sweet, sweet
solace with this precious easel

spray wreathe of pink and
white roses and baby's breath.

- 39 -



Heartfelt Sympathy
ROSA-ESL33

Offer your heartfelt
sympathy with this vibrant

heart-shaped easel spray
full of beautiful flowers in

shades of yellow, white,
and orange.

Flutter of Angel Wings
ROSA-ESL34

Find comfort in the flutter
of angel wings with this
endearing easel spray

featuring angel wings with
bright red roses and

unique greenery.

- 40 -
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Gone Fishing Tribute

Garden Angel

ROSA-URN02

ROSA-URN01

Bring your loved ones
some solace with this

gorgeous Garden Angel
urn piece full of bright

white, rich blue, and
splashes of pink alongside

a darling cherub angel.

Honor your loved one by
honoring their favorite

outdoorsy activity with this
Gone Fishing Tribute full
of woodsy branches, pea

pods, sunflowers, and
other rustic accents.
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Hope Springs

Angelic Grace

ROSA-URN04

ROSA-URN03

Grace your family and
friends with this beautiful

Angelic Grace urn piece full
of lovely flowers in shades
of purple, red, and white.

Let hope spring from
remembering your loved

one with this dashing Hope
Springs urn piece full of
bright green, pink, and

purple flowers.
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Timeless Love

Brilliant Summer Path

ROSA-URN06

ROSA-URN05

Walk along a brilliant
summer path in

remembrance of your loved
one with this striking urn
piece full of rich purples,

oranges, and greens.

Call upon a timeless love
with this beautiful urn

piece wreathe consisting of
classic red and white

flowers.
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Country Garden

Patriotic Hero

ROSA-URN08

ROSA-URN07
Celebrate your patriotic
hero with this touching

memorial urn piece
consisting of red, white,

and blue flowers.

Have a stroll in a serene
country garden as you
grieve alongside your

loved ones with this lovely
Country Garden urn piece

full of greens, pinks,
peaches, and blues.

- 49 -



Sending an Angel

Garden of Roses

ROSA-URN10

ROSA-URN09

Display your devotion with
this stunning Garden of

Roses urn piece consisting
of classic red roses and full

greenery.

Provide a bit of peace to
your loved ones with this

beautiful Sending an Angel
urn piece featuring a

graceful angel surrounded
by a bright mix of flowers

in shades of red, green,
orange, and yellow.
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Graceful Remembrance

Red, White, and
Blue Tribute

ROSA-URN12

ROSA-URN11

Honor your loved one with
this beautiful Red, White,

and Blue Tribute urn piece
full of flowers in - you

guessed it - red, white, and
blue!

Remember alongside your
loved ones with this

Graceful Remembrance
urn piece consisting of red

and white flowers.
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Garden Hedge

Lovely Blooms

ROSA-URN14

ROSA-URN13

Fondly remember with
this Lovely Blooms urn
piece full of beautiful

flowers in various shades
of pink and white.

Step through a garden to
find some peace with this
gorgeous Garden Hedge
urn piece consisting of

bright, fresh flowers found
in the garden!
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Soft Recollections

Sweet Memories

ROSA-URN16

ROSA-URN15

Call upon sweet memories with
this darling Sweet Memories
urn piece consisting of a wide

variety of beautiful pink
flowers.

Softly recall sweet memories
with this lovely Soft

Recollections urn piece
consisting of roses in various

shades of luscious pink.

- 53 -



Beautiful Consolation Wreathe

Angelic Archway

ROSA-URN18

ROSA-URN17

Invite your loved ones
through an angelic

archway with this graceful
urn piece consisting of
branches creating an
archway between two

matching vases full of pink
and green flowers.

May we provide a smile
with this heartfelt urn piece

wreathe full of gorgeous
flowers in shades of pink,

orange, and purple.

- 54 -



Summer Comfort

Peaceful Array

ROSA-URN20

ROSA-URN19

Embrace serenity with this
Peaceful Array urn piece

full of stunning green, red,
and white flowers creating

a very classic look.

Bring summer comfort to
yourself and your loved

ones with this peaceful urn
piece full of flowers in

warm shades of orange,
green, and purple.

- 55 -



Soothing Garden Wreathe

Freedom Wreathe

ROSA-URN22

ROSA-URN21

Take comfort in that
familiar patriotic tune with

this stunning Freedom
Wreathe urn piece full of
striking red, white, and

blue flowers!

Find solace with this
Soothing Garden Wreathe

that resembles a zen garden
full of beautiful greens and

peaceful white roses.
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Tranquil Solace

Peaceful Embrace

ROSA-URN24

ROSA-URN23

Invite your loved ones into a
peaceful embrace with this
gorgeous urn piece full of
white roses and calla lilies
framed by serene greens.

Step into tranquil solace
with this serene urn piece
featuring beautiful green
and white flowers with

shapely greens.
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Pretty Comfort

Dreamy Recollections

ROSA-URN26

ROSA-URN25

Recall your favorite
memories with this

Dreamy Recollections urn
piece featuring peaceful

purples and lush lavenders
with a touch of green.

Find comfort with this
Pretty Comfort urn piece
full of bright pink flowers

and a few splashes of green.
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Heartfelt Remembrance

Summer Solace

ROSA-URN28

ROSA-URN27

Step into summer solace with
this breathtaking urn piece

featuring a summery array of
flowers in shades of yellow,

pink, purple, and green.

Invite your loved ones into
a heartfelt remembrance

with this beautiful urn
piece featuring classic red

roses and intriguing greens.
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Freedom Blooms

Tender Remembrance

ROSA-URN30

ROSA-URN29

Gather with your loved in
in tender remembrance

with this soothing urn piece
featuring lovely white and

light green flowers.

Offer your support alongside
loved ones with this patriotic
Freedom Blooms urn piece
featuring striking red, white,

and blue blooms.
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Worth a Thousand Words

Springtime Sympathy

ROSA-URN32

ROSA-URN31

Reminisce memories of
Spring with this

Springtime Sympathy full
of stunning flowers in

bright yellow, orange, pink,
purple, and red.

Display your memories in
this unique Worth a

Thousand Words urn piece
featuring bright and
beautiful flowers in

summery shades framing
your memorial photos.
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Sweet Condolence

Home of the Brave

ROSA-URN34

ROSA-URN33

Honor your loved one with
this elegant Home of the
Brave urn piece featuring
patriotic red, white, and

blue flowers to frame your
priceless portrait.

Offer your heartfelt
sympathy with this Sweet
Condolence urn piece full
of lovely pink blooms with

splashes of bright green.
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